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Oceanography 
applies chemistry, geology, 
meteorology, biology, and 
other branches of science to 
the study of the ocean. It is 
especially important today as 
climate change, pollution, and 
other factors are threatening 
the ocean and its marine life.
[1]

Hardworking, 
durable Oceanographic 
research vessels carry out 
research on the physical, 
chemical, and biological 
characteristics of water, the 
atmosphere, and climate, and 
to these ends carry equipment

for collecting water samples from a range of depths, including the deep 
seas. These vessels have limited space and need to maximize every 
square foot. This is where Foxx Life Sciences unique high quality, 
innovative laboratory EZgrip® Carboy design helps.  

Foxx Life Sciences’ EZgrip® Carboy take full advantage of a 
lack of storage on a ship as compaired to traditional round carboys. 
Large grip handles offer ergonomic safety and transport efficiency with 
minimal effort, this helps when contending with rolling seas and 
slippery decks.  

Oceanographer analyzes water samples 
collected in the Foxx Life Sciences’ 
EZgrip® Carboys. 

The Patented Versacap® 
enables easy opening and 
closure with minimal effort and 
the flexibility of interchangeable 
connectors.  A critical element of 
research is to make sure there is 
not contami-nation of container 
between use, the EZgrip® 
Carboy, have a large wide mouth 
shape for easy cleaning and 
filling.

With Foxx Life Sciences’ 
large selection of carboy materials 
(HDPE, PP, PETG, and PC) 
coupled with sizes ranging from 
2.5L to 75L, make EZgrip® 
Carboys is an essential product 
when doing Oceanographic 
research. Contact our sales team 
at sales@foxxlifesciences.com for 
more information.

Water sample transporting from the 
CTD to the EZgrip® Carboy.

A CTD — an acronym for Conductivi-
ty, Temperature, and Depth — is the 
primary tool for determining essential 
physical properties of sea water.  
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